Campus map

Academic buildings
1. The Quadrangle
2. Áras MacLéinn
3. Arts/Science Building
4. Arts Millennium Building
5. Áras Moyola
6. IT Building
7. Áras na Gaeilge
8. Orbsen Building
9. James Hardiman Library
10. Sports Centre
11. JE Carines Business School
12. Science & Technology
13. Cos Abhaimh
14. Engineering Building
15. Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences Building
16. Translational Research Facility & Clinical Research Facility
17. Biosciences Research Building

Cafes, restaurants and bars
A. Moffetts Restaurant
B. Coffee On Line
C. Smokey Joe’s Café
D. An Bhialann
E. College Bar

Parking

To Park & Ride and Dangan Sports Grounds

To Airport and Dublin

River Corrib

Distillery Road

Dublin

Galway City

Cathedral